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A B S T R A C T

Engineers require accurate determination of the configurational force at the crack tip, and cor-
responding stress intensity factors, for fracture fatigue analysis and accurate crack propagation.
However, obtaining highly accurate crack tip configuration force values is challenging with
methods requiring knowledge of the stress field around the crack tip a priori. This paper proposes
a method which aims to remove the necessity of knowing the stress field a priori whilst producing
very accurate values of the configurational force at a static crack tip. The proposed method is
demonstrated to be path independent and is combined with a robust a posteriori residual error
estimator which is indicative of the accuracy of the configurational force calculation. This makes
it possible to generate accurate values for the configurational force acting both perpendicular and
parallel to the crack edges. Accuracies are achieved which are at least 104 times more accurate
than other numerical methods which make no assumption about the local tip stress field.
Therefore accurate benchmarks are determined in this paper for inclined, split and tree crack
problems. In addition the new method is shown to obtain very similar values for the config-
urational force compared to results obtained using other methods which require knowledge of
the stress field at the crack tip. The techniques presented in this paper open the door to con-
figurational force-based methods being used for fatigue analysis.

1. Introduction

The accurate determination of configurational forces (CF) for fracture mechanics problems is essential in order to obtain realistic
predictions of fatigue life, by virtue of the stress intensity factors (SIFs), as well as determining accurate propagation paths. The
power released by a crack is the product of two components; the CF (or material force) and the crack tip’s configurational velocity (or
crack propagation rate). Maugin has made significant contributions to the theory of CF’s, and the theory of CF driven brittle fracture,
see the non-exhaustive list [49,55,47,48] with significant work also provided by Gurtin, [27,26]. CFs have also used to drive mesh r-
adaptivity by minimisation of the internal energy of the solution with respect to a problem’s nodal configuration, see for example
[9,78,75]. One of the most popular ways to determine the CF, and the corresponding stress intensity factors, is through the J-integral
[61] in conjunction with the interaction integral [83] which requires a known auxiliary stress field which is dependent on the
material type. Alternative methods to determine the stress intensity factors include: the equivalent domain integral method [60],
determining both components of the CF directly using the near tip stress solution [17,70], the virtual crack extension method [31],
virtual crack closure technique [64], or by considering the nodal CF at the crack tip in the context of a finite element CF mechanics
[51]. Eischen [17] presented a method to evaluate the second component of the CF by splitting the crack face integral into two
separate integrals. The first integral considered the crack faces but did not include a region at the crack tip, the region at the crack tip
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Nomenclature

Symbols

a b, crack lengths
A domain area around crack tip
B bounded polygonal domain
c C C, , positive constants

continuity of a function
D material stiffness tensor
E Young’s modulus
Em error measure for crack face m {1, 2}
F element edge
FD edge on Dirichlet boundary

set of boundary edges
set of interior edges

FK affine mapping
FN edge on Neumann boundary
FT edge on slip boundary
gD applied displacement on Dirichlet BC
gN applied traction on Neumann BC
gT applied displacement on roller BC
G crack tip configurational force
Gh

R novel CF calculation
Gh

D domain CF with no surface term
Gh

t crack tip CF
hF length of edge F
h divergence of displacement
I Identity matrix
K element in
KI mode I SIF
KII mode II SIF
K reference element
L H W, , lengths of problem domains
m normal vector to integral curve around a crack
n normal vector
nK node of element K
nb set of nodes contained within A
n tangent vector
NnK shape function for node nK

linearly independent set of polynomials
pF polynomial order of edge F
pK polynomial order of element K
p polynomial degree vector of mesh

set of real numbers
R portion of crack faces ignored in Gh

R

RK refinement level of element K
R refinement level vector of mesh
S mesh refinement number
t (·) traction vector

mesh consisting of elements K
subdomain of mesh at crack tip
set of elements to refine in h
set of elements to refine in p

u displacement vector
V configurational velocity vector
V configurational velocity at the crack tip
w test function
Wp SIPG finite element space
x Cartesian coordinate vector

g{ }I nodal configurational forces
u v( , ) displacement components in x and y
x y( , ) Cartesian coordinate components
V{ }I vector of configurational velocity constants
B[ ]I matrix of shape function derivatives
N[ ]I matrix of shape functions

SIPG penalty parameter
1 lower bound for hp-adaptive marking scheme
2 upper bound for hp-adaptive marking scheme
B Boundary of B
BD Dirichlet boundary
BN Neumann boundary
BNO homogeneous Neumann boundary
BT roller boundary
K boundary of element K

crack tip
+ pair of crack faces

small strain tensor
error estimator for mesh

c error estimator at crack tip
¯c set of error estimates at crack tips
F K, external edge component of error estimator
J K, internal edge component of error estimator
K element error estimate for element K
max maximum error estimate for
R K, area component of error estimator

crack angle
maximum eigenvalue of D
Poisson’s ratio
Cauchy stress

W Westergaard stress solution
far field plane stress
Eshelby stress
summation operator
far field shear stress

{ } Eshelby stress vector

Acronyms

BC boundary condition
CF configurational force
DOF degrees of freedom
DG discontinuous Galerkin
LHS left hand side
NDOF number of degrees of freedom
RHS right hand side
SIFs stress intensity factors
SIPG symmetric interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin
XBEM extended boundary element method
XFEM extended finite element method

Superscripts

+(·) variable corresponding to +K on edge F
(·) variable corresponding to K on edge F
(·) new mesh component generated from hp-adap-

tivity

Subscripts

(·)h finite element approximation of a variable
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was evaluated by the second integral. Using the near tip stress solution it was shown that the value of the second integral is a function
of the length of the crack face integrated over, the mode II SIF and a stress value [17], also referred to as the T-stress [62]. The second
component of the CF can be determined by the method presented by [17]. Alternatively the T-stress component could be calculated
using the interaction integral as shown by [72]. When the methodology to determine the T-stress provided by [17] is combined with
an enrichment of the near tip stress solution, accurate results for the determination of the CF have been achieved with XBEM [71],
XFEM convergence studies have also been performed by [41].

To the best of the author’s knowledge, the most accurate method to determine the CF directly at the crack tip based on nodal CF
values is by [14]. In that paper, CF calculations with errors in the region of 0.01% were obtained. In the case where only the CF at the
crack tip node is considered, errors of 3% have been achieved [52,51]. For a homogeneous isotropic material with no loading on the
crack faces, and no body force, both components of the CF at the crack tip can be determined from SIFs [34], the first term of which is
the same as the J-integral. Accurate values for the SIFs for homogeneous isotropic materials were found using the extended boundary
element method (XBEM) with the J-integral. With this method errors of ×1 10 %5 were achieved by [3,29]. However the XBEM
method is an enrichment method where the enrichment function is dependent on the material type which is not trivial to determine
for general anisotropic or heterogeneous materials. Alternatively, typical errors of the SIFs produced by using the extended finite
element method (XFEM), in conjunction with the interaction integral, are in the region of <0.5% [5,45], with errors of 0.1%
achieved by [80]. If the enrichment functions are correctly determined and implemented for a crack tip problem, uniform h-re-
finement will regain polynomial convergence on the stress and displacement fields of order p and +p 1 respectively, where p is the
element basis function order. See for example the discussions of the effect of enrichment functions at crack tip singularities on
convergence rates in the non-exhaustive list: [23,44,43,76]. Accurate solutions of the stress intensity factors have also been achieved
by the fractural-like finite element method [79] and the Petrov-Galerkin natural element method [11]. These techniques all require
some knowledge of the stress field at the crack tip a priori.

The stress field near a the crack tip for brittle materials is inherently singular and therefore difficult to compute accurately using
finite element methods [35]. Barsoum [4] presented one of the earliest methods used to capture the stress singularity by making the
Jacobian matrix, and therefore the corresponding stresses, of an element singular at the crack tip with the quarter point element. In
1999 Belytschko et al. [5] presented an enrichment method for fracture mechanics using finite elements which would later come to
be known as the XFEM. Similar methods were also presented by [54,81]. The XFEM removed the necessity for the element geometry
to conform to the crack edges by including jumps in displacements and stresses within elements. XFEM also improved the re-
presentation of the stress field at the crack tip by including singular terms derived from the near tip displacement field [35] to
determine stress intensity values. The approach has also been applied directly to determine the CF by Fagerström et al. [40,22]. A
discontinuous Galerkin XFEM method capable of achieving optimal convergent results has also been produced by Shen el al. [68].

The stress solution, and therefore the evaluation of the J-integral and stress intensity factors, of a problem modelled using finite
elements can be improved by using a h-adaptive, p-adaptive or hp-adaptive methods. A posterori error estimates can be used in
conjunction with adaptivity techniques to estimate the global errors, or errors of specific features, of a problem. Within the context of
fracture mechanics one of the earliest works of using h-adaptivity is presented by [53], here only the global error was improved, the
error associated with the J-integral integral at the crack tip was not quantified. More recently, Stein et al. [65,66] made a significant
contribution to error driven fracture analysis through the use of a goal-orientated error estimator to provide an estimation of the J-
integral accuracy and to flag elements for h-refinement. The adaptivity approach of the analysis was further improved upon by [30].
Using error analysis for fracture problems has also been extended to XFEM by using a global recovery method [8,15], which
quantifies the error between the enriched and non-enriched solution to estimate the error in stress solution about the crack tip. In a
similar fashion the Zienkiewicz and Zhu a posteriori error estimator [84] has been used to drive h-refinement in fracture problems
modelled using the continuous Galerkin finite element method [56,38]. The most popular technique to improve the accuracy of the
stress around the crack for finite elements is to use a goal orientated a posteriori error, such as in [67,39,74,57,24] amongst others. A
numerical example of using residual based a posteriori error estimates to drive h-adaptive algorithms for problems containing cracks
was shown by Cirack et al. [13]. However, there were a number of limitations in the analysis: (i) there was no investigation into how
the CF improved, (ii) only the first component of the CF was considered, (iii) there was no comparison to an analytical solution, and
(iv) only polynomial convergence was achieved. Last, direct evaluation of nodal CF values has also been used to improve the stress
solution of crack problems, in hr- and r-adaptive methods [59,78].

Many of the papers cited in this introduction improve the stress solution effectively at the crack tip. However in computing the CF,
J-integral or SIFs, assumptions, which are valid, are made about the stress field near the crack tip. This paper has three key con-
tributions:

• Firstly a rigorous hp a posteriori error estimator [7] is combined with a hp-adaptive scheme, [16], to achieve very accurate values
for both components of the CF for linear elastic homogeneous isotropic problems. The error estimate is shown to bound the error

Operators

a (·,·) LHS of SIPG bilinear form
H (·) homogeneous refinement operator
l (·) RHS of SIPG bilinear form
· jump operator

· norm
· 0,(·) L2 norm
· SIPG norm

{{·}} average operator
·(·) Cartesian differential vector
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in the CF component acting parallel to the crack edges and is shown numerically to converge at a similar rate to the CF component
acting perpendicular to the crack edges. The error estimate also dictates which elements should be marked for h- and p-refine-
ment.
• Secondly the difficulty in modelling stress singularities on the boundaries is discussed. A simple and effective novel method is
proposed to evaluate the CF directly on the boundary is developed, where no a priori knowledge of the stress tip singularity is
required. This provides potential for the proposed method to act as a black box with the capability to be applied to a range of
materials.
• Thirdly since the error estimate is an a posteriori residual based error estimator, and is shown to bound the error in the CF there is
no need to solve an adjoint problem for each refinement step, which is the case for goal-orientated error estimates.

The fracture problems are cast within a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element scheme as DG schemes are highly suited to hp-
adaptivity due to the simple communication at element interfaces. The hp-adaptive method achieves exponential convergence of the
both the error estimate and the error in both components of the CF. The proposed method is shown to be domain independent and the
relationship between the convergence of the error in the CF and the error estimate value is demonstrated.

The paper is split into 5 further sections. Section 2 presents the symmetric internal penalty discontinuous Galerkin (SIPG) method,
its corresponding a posteriori error estimate and the error driven hp-adaptive scheme. Section 3 demonstrates that it is possible to
bound the error in the area integral component of the CF calculation by the error estimator. The section then proceeds to show, and
discuss why, the CF calculation is domain dependent if the line integral along the crack edges of the CF calculation is excluded and
why these crack edge terms are difficult to evaluate. This information is used in Section 4 to propose a new method to determine the
CF at the crack tip followed by Section 5 which provides examples of the accuracy obtainable and the domain independence of the
method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Linear elastic formulation

This section begins by presenting the strong form statement of equilibrium for linear elasticity with corresponding boundary
conditions. The problem domain is then subdivided into elements to form a mesh in which the SIPG formulation is cast. An a posteriori
error estimate is then presented for the SIPG method.

2.1. Symmetric interior penalty method

The problem modelled in this paper is small strain linear elasticity. Let B be a bounded polygonal domain in 2 with the
boundary B B B B= D N T , where B B B =D N T . The strong form statement of equilibrium and the boundary
conditions are defined as

B

B

B

B

B

=
=

=
=

=

u 0
u g

u n g
u n n 0

u n g n

· ( ) in ,
on ,

( )· on ,
( ( ) )· on ,

· · on ,

D D

N N

T

T T (1)

where the Dirichlet boundary condition is applied on BD, the Neumann boundary condition is applied on BN and the mixed
Neumann/Dirichlet boundary condition is applied on BT (more commonly referred to as a roller boundary condition).

= ×u u v( , ) 2 1 is displacement and ×u( ) 2 2 is the Cauchy stress matrix. =u D u( ) : ( ), where × × ×D R2 2 2 2 is the material
stiffness tensor and the small strain matrix ×2 2 is

=
+

+
u( ) ,

u
x

v
x

u
y

v
x

u
y

v
y

1
2

1
2

(2)

where x y( , ) is the Cartesian coordinate system describingB . On the set of all boundaries B there exists the outward normal n and
corresponding tangent n . gD and gT are the applied displacements on BD and BT respectively; gN is the applied traction on BN

The domain B is subdivided by the mesh consisting of elements K ; is in general irregular. is the image of the
reference triangle K under an affine elemental mapping F K K:K . is the set of the elemental edges of an element K. If the
intersection =F K K exists then F is an interior edge of with the set of all interior edges denoted by . Analogously, if the
intersection B=F K of an element and B is a segment, we call F a boundary edge of . The set of all boundary edges
of is denoted by and it is the union of the three sets and of edges on the three boundaries B B,N D and
BT respectively. The two elements sharing an interior edge F are denoted arbitrarily +K and K with their corresponding variables
given the same + or superscript. Given this notation, jumps across element boundaries are defined as

= + + +w w wn n , (3)
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which when expanded becomes

=
+

+
+ + + +w

w
w

n n
w
w

n n
(1)
(2)

(1) (2)
(1)
(2)

(1) (2) ,

and averages across element edges are

= ++w w w( ) 1
2

( ( ) ( ) ).
(4)

For each element , we define pK as the polynomial order. We also define the vector function . For any mesh
of B with the degree vector p, we then define the hp-version discontinuous Galerkin finite element space by,

where is a linearly independent set of polynomials which form a polynomial basis, of order pK , on the reference
triangle K , provided by Solin [73].

The SIPG method in the bilinear form is introduced for the approximation of the model problem (1). Find , such that,
(5)

where the bilinear forms are,

(6)

(7)

where is the SIPG constant and is chosen here to have a value of ×10 , where is the maximum eigenvalue of the material matrix
D, [28,18,19]. The displacement and stress field solutions, obtained using SIPG, converge optimally if is sufficiently high enough;
see the a priori error estimate derivation for elliptic problems in [58]. The choice of 10 is to ensure that is always high enough, and
therefore that optimal convergence is achieved, [33]. The value 10 is not unique to linear elastic problems, rather for elliptic
problems modelled using SIPG, for example see [1]. For linear elasticity wide ranging values in the stiffness tensor D are possible,
therefore includes values of D in its definition such that its value changes accordingly to ensure optimal convergence [28].

=t n(·) (·)· is a general description of a traction that is not the on boundary BN , the edge polynomial, pF , is described as,

(8)

and hF is the length of the segment F. In SIPG the degrees of freedom are element specific. Instead of sharing degrees of freedom, as in
continuous Galerkin methods, the elements interact through two edge integral terms (6) performed on the interior edges . The first
edge term, appearing as the second integral in (6), averages the tractions acting between elements so the same traction acts on the
elements sharing an interface, it also contains a symmetrising term which ensures optimal convergence for the given polynomial
order of the elements in the mesh. The second edge term, appearing as the third integral in (6), penalises displacements between
elements to stabilise the method. Since elements interact through edge integrals, implementing adjacent elements with relative
differences in polynomial order and edge length, such that the mesh is non-conforming, is straightforward. This feature of dis-
continuous Galerkin (DG) methods is useful for hp-adaptive methods where element size and polynomial order can vary significantly
within a mesh.
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2.2. Error estimate

The derivation of a hp a posteriori residual based error estimate for SIPG is complex and is not the main focus of the paper. The
derivation is therefore not included in this paper and only a description of the role of each term is provided here. However, a
complete derivation can be found in [7]. The error estimate is both reliable and efficient for the error in the DG energy norm, that is

(9)

where C and c are two positive constants independent of the element size, element polynomial order, and magnitude of the loading
applied on the boundary [7]. u is the true displacement solution, and the DG norm is

(10)

When is combined with a suitable hp-adaptive scheme, exponential convergence of the error estimate is achieved with the number
of degrees of freedom in the system. Since is both reliable and efficient for the error in the DG norm (9), the error in the DG norm
also convergences exponentially. The global error estimate is defined as,

(11)
where a single element error estimate is = + +K R K J K F K

2
,

2
,

2
,

2 . The first component of K
2 is an area integral, defined as

= uh
p

· ( ) ,R K
K

K
h K,

2
2

2 0,
2

(12)

where hK is the diameter of element K. R K,
2 measures how well the strong form statement of equilibrium =u 0· ( )h applied

specifically here to a linear elastic problem has been satisfied by the finite element approximation of the weak formulation (1).
The solution to the DG method does not necessarily satisfy across element edges, therefore jumps in displacement can exist

between elements on the segment . Both mixed and pure Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed weakly, so jumps in
displacement also exist between the displacement solution on the element boundary and the boundary condition imposed on them.
Since the true solution for displacement is continuous along these boundaries, the error in the jump in displacement on the segment

, the pure Dirichlet boundary and the mixed Neumann/Dirichlet boundary are measured as

(13)

Like most finite element methods, SIPG does not satisfy across edges of adjacent elements . For element edges on the
pure Neumann boundary , and for element edges on the mixed Neumann boundary, , these errors are measured
through

(14)

Last, one of the conditions for the a posteriori error estimate to be reliable and efficient for the error in the DG norm is the jump in
polynomial order between a neighbouring pair of elements pK and +pK must be bound by arbitrary constant, we choose +p p 1K K .
The other condition is the number of hanging nodes per element edge has to be bound, in this implementation we only allow one
hanging node per element edge.

2.3. hp-Adaptivity

The hp-adaptive method is driven by the element estimate K
2 calculated for all . The hp-adaptive strategy was originally

proposed by [32] for the boundary element method but was shown to be proficient for the FEM when the solution contains sin-
gularities [16].

The hp-adaptive method adapts the mesh to reduce with the greatest efficiency with respect to the number of degrees of freedom
added. The algorithm for the adaptivity method is given by Algorithm 1. The method starts with finding the element with the largest
error, , and defining two parameters 2 and 1, where 1 02 1 . Elements with the larger errors in the mesh,

>K
2

2 max
2 , are assumed to be associated with a non-regular part of the solution. Since an arbitrarily high polynomial function will

always have some error associated with modelling a non-regular function, these elements are refined in h. Elements with errors in the
band, >K2 max

2 2
1 max

2 , are considered to be modelling a regular part of the solution, but pK is not high enough to obtain a good
solution and so a relatively large value of K

2 still exists. Since the solution is assumed to be regular it is more efficient here to refine in
polynomial order than in h. Although refining in hwill achieve convergence, it will be slower with respect to the number of degrees of
freedom added.
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Algorithm 1. hp-adaptive algorithm.

This algorithm describes the error driven hp-adaptive method. It is explained in conjunction with an example consisting of 6 elements, shown below. Each element
has a polynomial order and refinement level, pK and RK respectively; these are expressed as a row vector p R[ , ]K K in each element contained in the Algorithm.

Step 1 Compute the estimated error K and determine the maximum element error, .
Step 2 Determine the set of elements to refine in p and create .
Step 3 Identify the set of elements to refine in h and create of such that .
Step 4 Elements are p-refined by adding 1 to pK if , and elements are marked for h-refinement by adding 1 to RK if . This is indicated in the

diagram below, the elements marked for p and h refinement are marked with light and dark grey shading respectively.

It is important to reiterate here that only refers to the geometry of an element, each element has an associated polynomial
order pK . A second variable for K is also defined as RK , with the vector function . RK is a refinement flag used to
ensure that only one hanging node exists per element edge, this is necessary for (9) to hold [7]. The variable S is also introduced, it is
the number of hp-refinement steps that have occurred. At =S 0 no refinement steps have occurred and the mesh is conforming such
that =R 0K .

Step 5 To ensure that only one hanging node exists on an element edge, the absolute difference in RK for two adjacent elements, +K and K , must be less than or equal to
+R R1, 1K K . To facilitate this, all edges in the mesh are looped through. If +R R 1K K is not true for an edge the element with the smaller RK value is:

identified, its value increased by 1 and K is added to the set . The loop is only exited when a complete run through of all edges in within the mesh is completed
with no changes to R RK . In this example only one new element is identified for h-refinement, indicated by the dark grey shaded element below.

Step 6 h-refine all elements to create the new mesh .
Step 7 Another criteria of to ensure the error estimate is reliable and efficient for the true error is that the difference in polynomial order between two adjacent

elements in a mesh must be less than or equal to one. To ensure this is true, all edges in the mesh are looped through. If +p p 1K K is not true for an

edge the element with the smaller pK value is: identified, its value increased by 1 and K is added to the set . The loop is only exited when a complete

run through of all edges within the new mesh is completed with no changes to p pK . In this example two new elements are identified for p-refinement,
indicated by the light grey shaded elements below.

Step 8 Last, as the hp-adaptive algorithm is complete, the mesh number is increased by 1: = +S S 1.

During the hp-adaptive algorithm only two meshes are considered at a time, the current mesh and the adapted mesh . We denote the
set of elements for h-refinement as and the set of element for p-refinement as . If an element is not flagged for h-refinement,

, its geometry remains unchanged during h-refinement. The element therefore exists in the old and updated mesh such that ,
where = =K K p p, K K and =R RK K . Otherwise if the element is flagged for refinement, , the element K is subdivided into 4 new
elements such that K H K( ), where H is denoted the set of all new elements created by the homogeneous h-refinement of K, with

=p pK H K K( ) and =R RK H K K( ) . The hp-refinement strategy, in conjunction with an example, is explained in Algorithm 1.
For problems containing a singularity it was shown choosing 1 and 2 as 0.7 and 0.07 respectively was suitable to obtain
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exponential convergence of the error estimate [16]. In this paper for the crack tip singularity 1 and 2 were chosen as 0.3 and 0.07
respectively as a slightly faster exponential convergence was obtained. This routine is relatively simple to implement and is ap-
plicable directly to all types of basis functions. However, more sophisticated, but more complex, methods are available, see [16] and
the references within for further details.

3. Configurational Force post processing formulation

When a crack propagates, material is split apart dissipating energy [25]. In a dynamic setting the power released by a crack tip
moving through a material has an associated configurational velocity and force, often referred to as the CF or material force. The CF
can be derived by considering a global formulation of the dissipation of power of a solid [51]. The derivation of the CF at the crack tip
naturally produces a path integral around the crack tip where the path integral size is taken to the limit of 0. Within a numerical
setting this integral cannot be evaluated, therefore an equivalent integral on a path, or domain, of finite size is required.

In two dimensions the CF at a crack tip can be evaluated by considering a finite line integral around the crack which includes
integrating along the crack edges [61,17], or a line integral along the crack edges with an area integral around the crack tip [30].
Alternatively, in the context of configurational force mechanics, it was shown by [51] that the crack tip CF could be evaluated by
considering the finite element CF value of the crack tip node. In this section a proof showing that the square of the error estimate is a
reliable indicator for the error in the area integral contribution to the crack CF is given. As the CF convergences exponentially with
error driven hp-adaptivity, accuracies currently unobtainable in literature for the mixed mode Westergaard problem [82] are
achieved here.

Eischen [17] showed that both components of G could be made path independent if a line integral along the crack faces is
included. This path integral form was recast as a domain integral form by using the divergence theorem by Raju et al. [60]. Using a
similar technique to the derivation the domain variation of the J-integral achieved by Shih et al. [69]. However, as mentioned by
[60,17,50,77,83] amongst others, the line integral along the crack edges is difficult to compute and results in a poor representation of
the CF at the crack tip. This has lead to a number of techniques, as discussed in the Introduction, which try and avoid computing this
line integral. To further understanding as to why this integral is difficult to compute a discussion on the influence of an integral on the
boundary of the domain that includes a singularity is presented. These results are then used in Section 4 to develop a new technique
which evaluates the crack edge terms directly as part of the CF calculation. An alternative formulation in which the crack edge
integral is ignored is presented by Denzer et al. [14], however this, in general, is domain dependent.

3.1. Configurational force

The work of Eshelby [20,21], Rice [61] and Irwin [35,34], are fundamental to the original derivation the CF at the crack tip. More
recently, an alternative derivation to determine the energy released by a crack propagating has been presented by Miehe et al. [51].

Following [51] the power released by a propagating crack is given by

D = V G· , (15)

whereV andG are the configurational velocity and CF at the crack tip, respectively. To maximise (15) for a propagating crack, that
is not branching and is propagating as a continuous path, the configurational velocity at the crack tip, otherwise known as the
crack propagation velocity, should be co-linear toG, [51]. For the numerical experiments presented hereG (1) refers to component of
G that acts parallel to the crack lips and G (2) is the perpendicular component which exists 90 anticlockwise to G (1). However
depending on the orientation taken as perpendicular, G (2) may be negative. The definition of the CF in the continuous domain, G, is
valid for all problems and is defined as

Fig. 1. Domain integration definitions: (a) continuous representation of the paths for the line integral (16) and (b) a finite element representation of
the paths in a finite element discretisation of the crack tip.
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=G nlim · ,
C C0 (16)

where C is an integral path around the crack tip, , and n is the normal on the curve C, shown in Fig. 1(a). = I u x( ) ( / ) is
the non-symmetric Eshelby stress, ×I 2 2 is the identity matrix, is the free energy function for linear elasticity and =x x y( , ) is the
Cartesian coordinate system of the undeformed material state.G is the CF at the crack tip, the first term of which is the same as the J-
integral introduced by Rice [61] for straight cracks.

Within the framework of configurational mechanics and finite elements it was proposed by [51] that G can be determined by
considering the nodal element CF value at the crack tip (see Fig. 1(b)) using

=
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where nb is the crack tip node, NnK is the shape function for node nK of the element K A, is the set of elements K which share a node
with the crack tip and BI is a matrix of shape function derivatives with respect to the undeformed material state B . When only
considering the nodal CF value at the crack tip, the calculation ofGh (17) is referred to asGh

t . A slight variation of (17) is the domain
approach, discussed by [14]. It is obtained by redefining A as a set of elements which have a node within a radial distance R away
from the crack tip, and nb as the set of nodes within R. When considering the domain variation of (17), Gh (17) is referred to as Gh

D.
The domain size chosen to calculateG is topological. ForGh

t it is the set of elements that share a node with the crack tip, whereas for
the domain size ofGh

D, and for all further domain formulations, it is the area covered by the initial elements that share a node with the
crack tip for the most coarse mesh in a series of mesh refinements.

Alternative domain formulations to calculate the crack CF value have been presented by [42,60,30] which use the area integral in
(17) and include a line integral along the crack edges within the domain such that
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K (18)

where NI is the matrix of the basis functions for the element K and, m (1) and m (2) are the Cartesian components of normal vector m
in x and y, see Fig. 1(a). The line integral along the crack edges considers m( )· , rather than m· . This is because the crack edges are
traction free and as such

= =
=

m I m u x m m· ( ) · ( / ) · ( )· .
0 (19)

Ignoring the line integral term of (18) assumes that is continuous across the crack edges and results in (17) being domain size
dependent when is not continuous across the crack edges, whereas (18) is always domain independent.

It is important here to clarify the difference between the nodal CF in the context of finite element configurational force mechanics,
and the CF at the crack tip. The CF at the crack tip isG (15); (17) and (18) are only representations ofG. The nodal CF values for any
element in the finite element mesh are given by

=g B dx{ } [ ] { } ,IK (20)

where g is a vector containing the nodal CF values for K. Unless specified otherwise, CF refers to G, and its finite element re-
presentations (17) and (18), not the nodal CF values g{ }. For an isotropic homogeneous material acting in plane stress both com-
ponents of the G can be described using stress intensity factors

= +G
E

K K
K K

1
2

,I
2

II
2

I II (21)

where KI and KII are the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors respectively, and E is Young’s modulus. For homogeneous linear
elastic materials KI and KII can be determined from G, with the local FE displacement field. Alternatively in the case of anisotropic
materials, where the relationship betweenG and the SIFs is more complex, a Newton method can be used, [12]. However, both these
methods require knowledge of the local stress field.
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3.2. Reliability of error estimator for the Configurational force

Up to an arbitrary constantC , has been shown in [7] to bound the true error of the solution in the DG norm (9). In this section, a
proof showing that the area integral in (17) and (18) can be bound by up to an arbitrary constant is provided. In order to show that
the error estimate is reliable for error in the area integral contribution (17) and (18), some definitions are required. Firstly, the L2

norm of all elements K in the mesh

additionally from the definition of infinitesimal strain

(22)

For the material stiffness matrix there exist the constant =D Dmax ( )i j k l ijklmax , , , [1,2] , such that

(23)

Using (22) and (23) it can be shown that is bound by h, that is

Since is a component of , and using the reliability result from [7], , it is possible to write,
(24)

where C is a positive constant independent of the size and polynomial order of the elements in the mesh and the magnitude of the
load applied on the boundary, and the subscript h denoting the finite element approximated value of a variable. Next we introduce
the function BV 2, which is representative of the summation operators in (17) and (18). The function V acts as a virtual
displacement, each component ofV varies continuously from 1 at the crack tip, to 0 at the boundary B . This allows the norm of the
area integral of (18) to written with the following result,

(25)

Fig. 2. Westergaard crack in an infinite plate: (a) CF error for the domain and tip methods (17), and the value of error estimate squared against
NDOF1/3, with the initial mesh before refinement and final mesh after refinement shown by the inset figures. (b) Geometry of the truncated
Westergaard problem, with the crack edges shown by the greyed line.
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where V is independent of the mesh and the elements used. Since is always known and (25) shows that the error in the area
integral of (18) will converge at the same rate, 2 provides a measure of the total improvement to the area integral of (18). When
considering a problem with a single crack the area component of (17) and the integral (18) are considered over the whole problem
domain. However when a problem contains multiple crack tips, the CF calculations (17) and (18) are considered on a subdomain of
the mesh about the crack tip. Therefore when quantifying the error in the CF calculation for a crack tip, the same subdomain
used to calculateGh is used to determine the error estimate. The error estimate value computed over the subdomain is denoted c and
gives a sharper bound to (25) for a crack tip, where ¯c c with ¯c as the set of the error estimate values considered on all separate
element sets about each crack tip.

3.3. Convergence of the CF error with the error estimate

The Westergaard mixed mode crack problem is used here to show numerically the efficacy of using a hp-adaptive method driven
by an error estimate to achieve very high accuracies of the CF using the domain method Gh

D. Further the problem is used to de-
monstrate the lack of convergence in the CF error when only considering the nodal CF value at the crack tip node Gh

t . However, the
Westergaard problem is not general since is continuous across the crack edges. As such the analytical solution of (17) is equal to
(18) as the line integral terms of (18) are zero. For a more general problem the issue of domain dependence of (17) is discussed and
the necessity, and difficulty, of including the line integral terms in (18) is explored.

3.3.1. Westergaard problem
The geometry of the truncated domain of the Westergaard mixed mode problem and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2(b)

with =L 1 m and the crack length =a 0.5m. The stress solution of the infinite plate is applied as a Neumann boundary condition to
the edges of the truncated domain as

B B=
+
+ = +g

n n
n n

· ·
· · , where ,N

xx x xy y

xy x yy y
N

(26)

where ,xx yy and xy are the infinite plate stress solutions from [82]. The normal and shear stress at infinity are = = 1 Pa, the
plate acts in plane stress with a Young’s modulus of =E 5/2 Pa, and a Poisson’s ratio = 0.3. Since no Dirichlet boundary conditions
are applied to this problem, the problem is made determinant by applying average boundary conditions to restrain rigid body motion,
as in [6]. The analytical solution of the CF values for the Westergaard problem is determined from the relationship between the CF at
the crack tip and the stress intensity factors for the problem using (21), where =K aI and =K aII . The initial mesh for the
Westergaard problem is shown in Fig. 2(a) with =p 3K . 25 hp-adaptive steps were applied to the mesh with the constants

= 0.32 and = 0.071 for Algorithm 1, this produced the final mesh also shown in the inset figures in Fig. 2(a).G is determined byGh
D

andGh
t from (17), where the domain size ofGh

D is kept constant and is defined by the elements of the initial mesh which share a node
at the crack tip, in this case all 6 elements of the mesh.

Fig. 2(a) shows that Gh
D converges exponentially with the cubed root of the number of degrees of freedom (NDOF1/3) with a hp-

adaptive scheme driven by an error estimator. After 25 refinement steps an absolute error of ×9.716 10 8 ( ×5.7 10 %6 error) is
achieved, at least 4 orders of magnitude greater in accuracy than [14]. Gh

D converges at the same rate as 2 which is consistent with
(25).

Although an initial improvement in the calculation of Gh
t is seen in the first 7–8 adaptivity steps, the solution plateaus to an

Fig. 3. Inclined edge crack: (a) geometry of the slanted crack problem with initial meshes 1, 2, 3 and 4 shown in (b).
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absolute error of 10 1. The plateau is caused by the strongest part of the singularity which resides in the elements that have a node
on the crack tip. A finite element that has an arbitrarily high polynomial basis is unable to describe well a singular function. This error
is seen clearly when calculating Gh

t for the Westergaard problem. Gh
t is domain independent so acts like a normalised stress error of

the elements at the crack tip. However, when consideringGh
D and performing a hp-adaptive refinement, the crack tip elements, which

are unable to model the singularity, become smaller exponentially fast. The result is their contribution toGh
D, and therefore also their

associated error, decreases and so continued exponential convergence of Gh
D to the analytical solution of G is achieved.

3.3.2. Inclined edge crack
An inclined edge crack problem, Fig. 3(a), is presented here to demonstrate the domain dependence of Gh

D (17). Specifically the
component of Gh

D that acts perpendicular to the crack edges for a straight crack. The plate acts in plane stress with =E 5/2 Pa,
= =L0.3, 1m, an inclined crack set at 45° to the horizontal with length =a 2 /4 m, a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition

is applied on the bottom most edge, a normal traction =g [01]N Pa on the top edge and a homogeneous Neumann boundary
condition on all remaining edges.

Four initial meshes are consider with =p 3K , as shown in Fig. 3(b). The domain size for the calculation of Gh
D for each

mesh is determined by the elements at the crack tip for each initial mesh, marked by the grey regions in Fig. 3(b). For meshes 1–4 the
radius of the domain size is approximately 0.17868m, 0.0707m, 0.0354m, 0.0035m, respectively. Last, 30 hp-adaptive steps, from
Algorithm 1, were applied to the problem with = 0.32 and = 0.071 . The results of the parallel, G (1)h

D , and perpendicular, G (2)h
D ,

components of Gh
D to the crack edges are shown in Fig. 4(a). The parallel components converge to a value invariant of the domain

size, whereas the perpendicular components are a function of the domain size.
The domain dependence is caused by the non-zero nodal CF values on the crack edges which act perpendicular to crack edges,

unlike the internal nodal CF values which do tend to zero. This is expressed clearly in Fig. 4(b) where the norm of the nodal CF values
acting perpendicular to the crack edge, g (2) of g, for every node along the crack edge (excluding the crack tip node) is plotted
against the node’s distance away from the crack tip. For a node, g (2) is calculated using all elements that contain that node, this
includes element either side of the crack edge. Fig. 4(b) shows that g (2) has non-zero values at nodes along the crack edge for
refinement steps 5, 10 and 15 of mesh 4, hence increasing the domain size of Gh

D will consider more non-zero nodal CF values along
the crack edges, unlike the interior nodes which are zero (excluding the crack tip node).

This can be explained in the context of CF mechanics by considering four elements of a mesh and
their edges , as shown in Fig. 5. The configurational velocityV is a test function for the nodal
value of g{ } on the white filled node in Fig. 5.V varies continuously from 1 on the white filled node to 0 on the black filled node. Two
types of edges are present, crack edges marked in grey, F F{ , }1 2 , and internal edges marked in black, F F F F F F{ , , , , , }3 4 5 6 7 8 . The Eshelby
stress is assumed to vary continuously across the internal edges with jumps in its value existing between the crack edges, this is
assumed to demonstrate that even if the is continuous across elements in the mesh, nodal CF values will still exist along the crack
edges. Last, since the material is homogeneous = 0.

Starting with integration by parts of V: ( ) for an element K

Fig. 4. Inclined edge crack: (a) G (1)h
D and G (2)h

D for the inclined crack problem. (b) The absolute perpendicular value of g g, (2) , for each node
along the crack edges for mesh 4.
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=V V Vd d dx x x: · · · · ,
K K K (27)

and as = 0

=V Vd dx x: · · .
K K (28)

Using the Gauss-Green theorem (28) becomes

=V Vd dsx n: · · ,
K K (29)

and summing together the contribution from all four elements gives

(30)

AsV and are continuous across all , but not necessarily across the crack edges, only the line integral along the element edges
which coincides with the crack edges is non-zero

(31)

Rewriting V and V in terms of a vector nodal constants V{ }I for element K with corresponding shape functions and shape function
derivatives, N V[ ]{ }I I and B V[ ]{ }I I respectively, (31) can written using matrix notation as

(32)

As V{ }I is a vector of constants it can be removed from both sides of the equation leaving

Fig. 5. A subsection of the mesh with the continuous variation of V , shown by the grey triangle, from 1 on the
white filled node to 0 on the boundary nodes, marked in black.

Fig. 6. (a) The geometry of the L-shaped. (b) Convergence plots of H, and HR with hp-adaptive refinement against the NDOF1/3 for the L-shaped
domain. The initial mesh for the L shaped domain is inset in (b).
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(33)

where g{ }I is a vector containing the CF nodal values in x and y for all which, since is not continuous across the crack edges,
has non-zero values for all the nodes along the crack edges, agreeing with Fig. 4(b). The result is that by increasing the domain size
more non-zero values of g{ } along the crack edges are included in the calculation of the CF, the CF value therefore will converge to a
different value depending on the domain size.

3.3.3. Line integrals near singularities
In order to use the domain independent CF calculation, (18), a line integral along the crack edges is required. However as

highlighted by [17,60], amongst others, there are difficulties associated with trying to evaluate the crack edge term of (18).
For a crack in an isotropic homogeneous plate it is well known that the displacement field near a crack tip is u r1/2, where r is the

distance away from the crack tip, [34]. Investigating the Sobolev space of the displacement field shows that in the interior of the domain
u H[ ]3/2 2 [76]. The Sobolev space on the boundary of the domain can be measured using a trace inequality, it is found that the
displacement field along a crack edge near the crack tip is in H[ ]1 2 [63], where is small number. Therefore since stress is a function of the
differential of displacement the stress field on the same boundary is ×H[ ]3 3 and therefore not quite in the L2 norm. The stress field on
the boundary next to the crack tip is therefore unable to be modelled by a finite element approximation with a polynomial basis. Hence
integrating along the crack edge to the determine the CF will lead to poor results. However, this is not unique to crack problems, but occurs
more generally when a stress singularity exists along a boundary. In this case, dependent on the strength of the singularity, the L2 norm of the
error in the stress field along the boundary does not converge, or at best, converges very slowly.

Consider the problem presented by Fig. 6(a); a L-shaped domain with side length =L 1 m. A Neumann boundary condition is
applied on the far right edge with =g [11]N Pa, a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is applied to the bottom most edge and
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions are applied everywhere else. The initial mesh is shown by the inset figure in Fig. 6(b)
and has =p 3K , the mesh undergoes hp-adaptivity with the constants = 0.32 and = 0.071 .

At point P a stress singularity exists with the attached edges having homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions applied. As in
[7], the results in Fig. 6(b) show that converges exponentially with NDOF1/3. Fig. 6(b) also shows that the error in the L2 norm of
tractions along the homogeneous Neumann boundary B BNO N

B
=H n· ,h

2

N0

converges at a rate much slower than . However if the L2 norm error calculation is performed along B RNO , that is excluding the
region R of length R

B
=H n· ,R R h

2

N 0

where R is of arbitrary length, but is set as =R 0.05m, but includes the point P, convergence of a rate similar to is achieved as the
singular part of the function is not included in the error calculation.

4. A general domain independent method for G

In Section 3.3.2 the issue of domain dependence has been highlighted forG (2)h
D for problems where the jump in energy across the crack

edges is not zero. In order to compute G, whilst not making assumptions of the stress field around the crack tip, a line integral is required
along the crack edges. But as shown in Section 3.3.3, the convergence of the error of a stress field along edges is poor when a singularity exists
on the edges, therefore a newmethod to overcome this difficulty is required in which exponential convergence is obtained with hp-adaptivity.

The new method considers (18) but excludes a region R on the crack edges that contains the crack tip such thatGh is redefined as

= + + ×
+ +

G B N m md ds Rx[ ] { } [ ] ( )· max ( ) · ,I Ih
R

K A n n
K

K R n n
K R( ( ) ) { , }K b K b (34)

where the crack edges, +( ), consider all of the crack edges up to the node at the crack tip. The last component of (34) is adding
the maximum energy along a crack edge multiplied by the length R , where R corresponds to the excluded region of a single crack
edge. This is included as the stress field cannot be evaluated along the crack edges next to the crack tip, instead it is assumed that the
stress field will increase but at unknown rate. Therefore the maximum energy is including to approximate the length of the crack edge
that is not included.

By excluding an arbitrary region R along a line that contains a singularity, exponential convergence of the error in the stress field
along the line is obtained as this portion of the boundary has a regular stress field. However, for the computation ofG the region R is
by definition 0, and therefore not arbitrary. In order to achieve accurate results the proposed method has to ensure that the stress
solution along + R improves and that R 0. The hp-adaptive scheme, Algorithm 1, improves the stress solution along

+ R. R is reduced such that the number of elements considered with R always increases, h-refinement will normally occur at
the crack tip as this is where the highest errors exist. This ensures that in the finite element solution the singularity becomes more
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localised to the crack tip and the effect of the singularity on the calculation of + R reduces i.e. the regularity of the element in
R which is also adjacent to + R increases and thus the effect of the singularity on the error of the calculation along + R
reduces.

Consider Fig. 7, at refinement step 0 six elements are considered within O, with the region R being the same as region + .
The length of the crack edges excluded by R for the initial mesh is l m. From the initial mesh to refinement step 1 an hp-adaptive step
has occurred, increasing the number of elements from six to 24. However the region R is not reduced by an element edge length since
the number of elements within R will not increase. Only once a second hp-refinement step has occurred to produce step 2 does R
reduce as the number of element edges considered within R increases from 1 in the initial mesh, to 2 in refinement step 2. This pattern
is summarised in Table 1. By reducing R in this fashion ensures that the size of R will go to zero. The size of the element edge length at
the crack tip is always reducing by half, therefore R 0 is defined by the following series,

= =
=

R l l
q2

0.
q 1 (35)

where q is a count of every other hp-adaptive step (assuming h refinement at the crack).

4.1. Mixed mode Westergaard problem

In Section 3.3.3 it was shown that the error in the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition converged at a similar rate to the
error estimate if the component along the boundary containing the singularity was ignored. In this section the efficacy of the method
presented in Section 4 to evaluate the energy along the crack edges for the CF calculation, (18) is measured using the Westergaard
problem. The same material properties, boundary conditions, initial mesh and hp-refinement strategy (running for 35 hp-refinement
steps) as in Section 3.3.1 for the mixed mode Westergaard problem was considered. The L2 norm of all three stress components along
the crack edges is analysed using,

=
+

E lim ( )m
R

h W
R0 0,( )

2

(36)

where =m [1, 2] and defines Em for crack edge 1, =m 1, or crack edge 2, =m 2. Em also bounds the equivalent error in the energy
along the crack edges as ( ) 2

+
+

lim ( ( ) ( ) ) lim ( ),
R

h W R
R

h W
R0

0,( )
0 0,( )

2

(37)

where ( ) is the Westergaard solution for the elastic strain energy.
The length of R is decreased by the strategy described in Section 3.3.3, the exponential convergence of R 0 with NDOF1/3 is shown in

Fig. 8(a) and the convergence in the error measure +E E1 2 is shown in Fig. 8(b). The oscillations in +E E1 2 are caused by the change in the
size of R acting to increase the error, whilst the refinement occurring along + R act to reduce the error. Overall the convergence of
G Gh

R is similar to that of , therefore for problems without an analytical solution the convergence of is used as an indicator to the
convergence of theG (2)R . The minimum value for the error measure G Gh

R is ×5 10 7, at least104 smaller than the error achieved
by Denzer et al. [14], an alternative method which makes no assumption about the local stress field but one which also incorrectly assumes
the energy contribution from the crack faces is zero. A highlight of this method is its simplicity, the authors appreciate that a goal-orientated
error estimate for the edge term of (34) could be used to as an error measure for the CF however this would require an adjoint problem to be
solved at each iteration step; detracting from overall simplicity of this algorithm.

Fig. 7. The first 2 refinement steps and the corresponding reduction in the excluded length adjacent to the crack tip, R.
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5. Numerical examples

Combining the error estimate (11), the hp-adaptive strategy, Algorithm 1, and Gh
R, it was shown that very accurate results in

comparison to an analytical solution ofG were possible for the area integral component of (18) in Section 3.3.1 and the line integral
component of (18) in Section 4.1.

For straight cracks the parallel component of G (1)h
R is bound by 2 up to an arbitrary positive constant. The error in G (2)h

R for the
increasing domain size was shown numerically to converge at similar rate as whilst the domain size not included in the line integral, R,
decreased exponentially to 0. Since the error estimate is not strictly greater than the error in Gh

R, the exact accuracy of Gh
R cannot be

stated. Instead we present G (1)h
R and G (2)h

R with the number of significant figures that 2 and have reduced by; based on the
assumption that the orders of magnitude for G (1)h

R and G (2)h
R do not change. All problems are plates acting in plane stress with

=E 5/2 Pa, = 0.3 with =p 3K and with a limit is set on pK of 10. The limit on pK was applied to prevent very high order
elements appearing the mesh. Although exponential convergence is maintained using continually higher orders with the current hp marking
scheme, the marking scheme does suffer in this instance from continually marking elements for p-refinement even if the error of the element
is negligible. The result is the solver time becomes large and with negligible reduction in the size . By limiting the polynomial order the
solver time is decreased and the rate of convergence is also increased. Finally, all initial meshes were generated using Triangle [36].

5.1. Inclined edge crack

The first problem to be investigated is the inclined edge crack problem, visited in Section 3.3.2. This problem is used to de-
monstrate that the convergence ofGh

R is domain independent. For the purpose of readability the problem is redefined as an inclined
crack in a finite plate, Fig. 3(a), with a traction of =g [01]N Pa acting on the top boundary and with a fixed homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary on the bottom edge. The hp-adaptivity strategy used = 0.32 and = 0.071 and ran for 30 adaptive steps. The initial and
final meshes are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 9 respectively.

Table 1
How the number of edges considered inside R and the total corresponding length excluded from (34) varies
with refinement steps.

Refinement step Number of edges excluded Size of R

0 1 l
1 1 l
2 2 l l/2
3 2 l l/2
4 3 l l l/2 /4
5 3 l l l/2 /4

Fig. 8. Westergaard crack in an infinite plate: (a) excluded length R with NDOF1/3 and (b) error measures against NDOF1/3.
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Fig. 9. Inclined edge crack: The final element and polynomial distribution for meshes 1–4 after 30 hp-refinement steps with an enlarged view of the
elements about the crack tip.

Fig. 10. Inclined crack: (a) convergence of G (1)h
D and G (2)h

D for meshes 1–4 and (b) the convergence of G (2)h
D for meshes 1–3 compared to the

final value of G (2)h
D for mesh 4.

Table 2
Inclined edge crack: Gh

R values acting perpendicular and parallel to the crack edges.

Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3 Mesh 4

G (1)h
R 1.1902868 1.1902868 1.1902868 1.1902868

G (2)h
R −0.8951 −0.8947 −0.8945 −0.8942
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Four different meshes where used, as shown in Fig. 3(b), each with a different domain size which is highlighted in grey on each
initial mesh. The convergence of G (1)h

R and G (2)h
R for each different domain size is shown in Fig. 10(a). The figure shows for all

domain sizes G (2)h
R converges to the same value. Since G (1)h

R is bound by 2 faster convergence is observed, whereas G (2)h
R ,

which was demonstrated to converge at a similar rate to , converged slower. The final values for G (1)h
R and G (2)h

R are given in
Table 2. By considering the final value of G (2)h

R for mesh 4 as a reference solution, Fig. 10(b) demonstrates exponential con-
vergence of G (2)R towards the same value for all four domain sizes.

Similar to Fig. 8(b), Fig. 10(a) shows a staircase like convergence for the perpendicular value ofGh
R. To give the improvement of

the parallel and perpendicular components ofGh
R the error estimator c is calculated for the domain used to calculateGh

R. Overall
c decreased by a factor of ×2 104 for all meshes, indicating a decrease in the error for the perpendicular component of ×2 104

and a giving a minimum decrease of the parallel component of ×4 108.

Fig. 11. Split crack: (a) the geometry and loading conditions with the initial mesh with =p 3K shown in (b).

Fig. 12. Split crack: (a) Gh
R for crack A and (b) Gh

R for crack B/C. The final converged value for both plots is indicated by the dashed line.
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5.2. Split crack

The split crack problem, Fig. 11(a), has been visited in literature by [77,10], amongst others. In this section a comparison is made
between the CF obtained from the stress intensity factors from [77] against the values achieved byGh

R. The stress intensity factors in
[77] were obtained using an enrichment function in conjunction with the interaction integral [83] where the crack is straight and
where the shape of the stress field at the crack tip has to be known a priori. The geometry, and corresponding initial mesh, of the
problem is shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b) respectively.

The dimensions and loads applied to the split crack problem are, =H 16 m, =W 20 m, = =a b 1m, and = [00.2]N MPa ap-
plying a uniaxial tension to the plate. As no Dirichlet boundary conditions exist, average boundary conditions are applied for the
vertical displacement and rotation to restrict rigid body motion, [6]. The hp-adaptive strategy ran for 35 refinement steps using

= 0.32 and = 0.071 with the initial and final mesh shown in Figs. 11(b) and 13.
As Gh is of a similar order of magnitude for each crack, the crack tip singularity is near the same strength for each crack. K

2 for
the elements at all the crack tips is therefore a similar magnitude, resulting in 32 h-refinements for elements at the cracks B and C and
34 h-refinements for the elements at crack A. The hp-strategy is therefore effective at identifying multiple singular regions in the
mesh, at each crack tip only h-refinement has occurred meaning an efficient adaptive strategy has been performed, since these regions
are singular, as well as meaning the calculation of Gh

R can occur whilst R 0. The convergence of Gh
R for crack A is shown in

Fig. 12(a), and the convergence of Gh
R for cracks B and C is shown in Fig. 12(b).

The normalised value of Gh
R is displayed on Fig. 12(a) for crack A, and Fig. 12(b) for cracks B and C. Since the refinement for

cracks B and C was nearly symmetric the results of Gh
R were indistinguishable and so plotted as the same line. The final values for

the components ofG (1)h
R andG (2)h

R for each crack are given in Table 3. The results obtained here are in excellent agreement with

Fig. 13. A colour plot of the final element distribution and polynomial order after 35 refinement steps. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Split crack: the final values of G (1)h

R and G (2)h
R for cracks A, B and C (as shown in Fig. 11(a)).

G (1)h [77] G (1)h
R G (2)h [77] G (2)h

R Gh [77] Gh
R

A 11.691 11.789604 0 ×18.943634 10 11 11.691 11.789604
B 5.396 5.424 5.396 5.417 7.630 7.666
C 5.396 5.424 5.396 5.417 7.630 7.666

Fig. 14. Tree crack: geometry, loading conditions and boundary conditions.
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[77]. Both G (1)h
R and G (2)h

R converge to a value slightly above that found by [77] suggesting that the results obtained in [77]
have not sufficiently converged. The calculation of Gh

R for each crack only occurs on a portion of the mesh. Therefore c is used to
determine the overall accuracy of the calculation ofGh

R for each individual crack. Overall c changes by a magnitude ranging from

Fig. 15. Tree crack: top right is the initial mesh of the whole problem, with an expanded view of the mesh about the cracks on the top left. Bottom right is a
colour plot of the element polynomial and element distribution of the final mesh after 35 hp-adaptive steps with an expanded view of the mesh about the
cracks on the bottom left. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Tree crack: G (1)h
R and: G (2)h

R for cracks i to iii.
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×4.5 104 to ×5.6 104, and ( )c 2 changed by a magnitude ranging from ×5.8 109 to ×3.4 109.

5.3. Tree crack

The final problem considered is the tree-crack problem, previously visited by Ai et al. [2]. The geometry and loading conditions
are shown in Fig. 14 with outer dimensions =L 20 m and =H 4 m. A slight variant of this problem was considered by [2,46] where
the tree crack geometry was contained within a square which had a biaxial tensile load applied. However that problem contains
closing cracks which neither [2] or [46] consider producing unusable results. The tree crack is marked by the grey lines with
dimensions =a 1 m, =b 0.5 m and = /4. A traction of =g [01]N Pa was applied on the left most edge acting to open up the crack
edges and a weak homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition applied on the right most edge. The adaptivity strategy uses = 0.32
and = 0.071 , with a limit set on pK of 10, and ran for 35 refinement steps with =p 3K for the initial mesh, shown in Fig. 15.
The problem contains 9 opening cracks and so at each crack tip a singular stress field exists of relatively different strengths. The
convergence of theG (1)h

R andG (2)h
R for the 9 cracks are shown in Figs. 16–18. As the hp-adaptive algorithm refines the mesh, the

level of hp-refinement that occurs at each step about each crack tip will be relatively larger or smaller than a neighbouring crack tip.
During the initial stages of the hp-adaptivity the value ofGh

R at a crack tip was significantly affected by the hp-adaptivity occurring
by nearby surround crack tips. Despite 9 cracks in the problem the adaptivity method picks up all cracks, Fig. 15. A maximum of 34 h-
refinement steps occurs for the elements at crack vi whilst a minimum of 28 h-refinement steps occurs at crack ii. In order to compute
G h,h

R -adaptivity about the crack tip in order for R 0 is required. The tree-crack problem therefore shows that even for a
problem considering multiple crack tips of different strengths, the combined error estimate, hp-adaptivity and Gh

R is effective at
computing accurate results for G.

For this more complex problem the same pattern of convergence for the parallel and perpendicular components of Gh
R is

observed. For all 9 cracks fast convergence of G (1)h
R is observed as the total error for all 9 cracks is bound by 2. Whereas G (2)h

R

converges more slowly as it was shown to converge at the same rate as . Additionally it was noted for such a complex problem

Fig. 17. Tree crack: G (1)h
R and: G (2)h

R for cracks iv to vi.
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communication occurring between cracks with hp-refinement. For instance no hp-refinement or change in R could occur around a
crack tip, however refinement about another crack tip could cause the value of Gh

R to change.
Similar to the split crack problem, the calculation of Gh

R for each crack only occurred on a portion of the mesh. Therefore c is
used to determine the overall accuracy of the calculation of Gh

R for each individual crack. Overall c changed by a maximum
magnitude of ×4 104 for crack vi and a minimum magnitude of ×3 103 for crack ii. The final values of the stress intensity values and
their corresponding values of Gh

R are given in Table 4. The results agree fairly well with the available values provided by [2].
Significantly less refinement was performed by [2] and the direction of the convergence was not always clear, it is therefore con-
sidered that the results presented here are a new benchmark.

Fig. 18. Tree crack: G (1)h
R and: G (2)h

R for cracks vii to ix.

Table 4
Tree crack: a comparison between Gh

R and equivalent G values obtained using the stress intensity factors from [2].

Crack number G (1)h
R G (1)h [2] G (2)h

R G (2)h [2]

i 2.18002 2.54 1.87 2.14
ii 0.660993 0.803 0.646 0.718
iii 27.7728 – 5.94 –
iv 11.5165 – 10.4 –
v 82.367037 – 23.69 –
vi 38.172645 35.3 0.05167 0
vii 81.635063 – 23.55 –
viii 0.71070 – 0.626 –
ix 48.942 48.6 8.308 8.10
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6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel method to determine the CF at the crack tip which does that not require knowledge of the stress field about
the crack tip to be known a priori. The error of the crack tip CF component that acted parallel to the crack edges was shown to be bound by 2,
where as the error of the component which acted perpendicular to the crack tip demonstrated convergence at a similar rate to . Since
converges exponentially this enabled where accurate benchmarks for the CF value acting parallel and perpendicular to the crack edges can be
produced; providing benchmarks for the inclined, split and tree crack problem. Additionally for the split and tree crack problem the CF
agreed excellently with the results available in the literature. Assuming that the value of the CF computed for the initial mesh was of the same
magnitude of the final mesh, the accuracy of both values of the CF can be given to the correct number of significant figures. Overall the
method presents itself as a way to directly compute the CF accurately, this opens the door to a method where the CF can be used for fatigue
analysis for homogeneous isotropic materials as well highly accurate crack propagation. Further, with a minimal modification of the error
estimator, the method could be used to determine the CF directly for both heterogeneous, anisotropic and combined heterogeneous and
anisotropic materials where determining the near crack tip stress solution is not trivial.

The main difficulty associated with calculating the CF is determining the CF component that acts perpendicular to the crack face.
The perpendicular component requires integrals along the crack faces which are difficult to evaluate. The CF components that act in
plane with the crack face only require domain integrals. In two dimensions the face contribution to the perpendicular CF is calculated
by ignoring an increasing larger number of element edges at the crack tip, with the total length of the ignored element edges made
increasingly smaller. For the three dimensional case the two inplane components of the CF are evaluated with only a domain integral,
but similar to two dimensions, the perpendicular component requires integrals along the crack faces. Therefore a similar metho-
dology to the one presented here could be applied to a three dimensional case, but instead of ignoring element edges at the crack tip
element faces are ignored at the crack front. For a more detailed description of evaluating CFs on three dimensional crack fronts,
albeit only using domain integrals, see the work of Kaczmarczyk et al. [37].

It was also demonstrated and discussed how considering the nodal CF component at the crack tip will lead to results of poor
accuracy, and how domain methods which only consider area integrals to determine the CF at the crack can only be applied to a small
range of problems. Finally an investigation and explanation as to why integrating the stress field along a crack edge will result in a
poor solution is presented.
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